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One of the key goals of the Snowmass’21 Accelerator Frontier 
is to address the question “…What are the time and cost 
scales of the R&D and associated test facilities as well as the 
time and cost scale of the facility?” 
A large number of accelerator projects are being considered 
and/or developed as part of the Snowmass'21 
effort. Examples include: ILC, a Muon Collider, gamma-
gamma and ERL options, a large circumference electron ring, 
and a large circumference hadron ring amongst others. 
One of the challenges for the Accelerator Topical groups will 
be to compare the expected cost scales, schedule, and R&D 
status for the projects as they will be at varied stages of 
development and possibly proposed using different 
accounting rules.
The Accelerator Implementation Task Force is charged with 
developing metrics and processes to facilitate such a 
comparison between projects. 
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Charge items

1. Develop the metrics to compare projects’ cost, schedule/timeline, technical risks (readiness), 
operating cost and environmental impact, and R&D status and plans; 

2. Select the accelerator projects to be evaluated (provided by the AF topical groups);
3. Work with the proponents of the selected accelerator projects to evaluate them against the metrics 

from item 1;
4. Consider the ultimate limits of various types of colliders: e+/e-, p/p, mu+/mu-; 
5. Consider limits and timescales due to accelerator technology for various types of colliders: 

e+/e-, p/p, mu+/mu-; 
6. Lead the evaluation of the different HEP accelerator proposals and inform and communicate with 

the Snowmass’21 AF, EF, NF and TF; 
7. Document the metrics, processes, and conclusions for the Snowmass'21 meeting in the Summer 

2021; write and submit a corresponding White Paper.
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July 1, 2020: https://indico.fnal.gov/event/43872/June 24, 2020: https://indico.fnal.gov/event/43871/

AF-EF Initial workshop on future facilities
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Example of an existing comparison table
V. Shiltsev and F. Zimmermann (arXiv:2003.09084v1 [physics.acc-ph] 20 Mar 2020) 
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TABLE VIII. Main parameters of proposed colliders for high-energy particle physics research: center of mass energy, number
of detectors in simultaneous operation Ndet, total integrated luminosity in these detectors, expected collider operation time,
average AC wall plug power, cost estimate, the cost per ab�1 of integrated luminosity and integrated luminosity per TWh
of electricity consumption. Most of the parameters are taken from the input documents submitted to the European Particle
Physics Strategy Update [46] and cost estimates are given with some 20-30% accuracy. Note that the cost accounting is not
uniform across the projects, as well as the currency. E.g., the ILC cost is given in “ILC Units”, 1 ILCU is defined as 1 US
dollar (USD) in January, 2012. ⇤ Estimates for LHeC and muon collider are pro-rated from the costs other projects, see Refs.
[420] and [474], respectively.

Project Type Energy Ndet Lint Time Power Cost Cost/Lint Lint/Power
(TeV, c.m.e.) (ab�1) (years) (MW) (BCHF/ab�1) (ab�1/TWh)

ILC e+e� 0.25 1 2 11 129 4.8-5.3BILCU 2.7 0.24
0.5 1 4 10 163(204) 8.0 BILCU 1.3 0.4
1 1 300 +(n/a)

CLIC e+e� 0.38 1 1 8 168 5.9 BCHF 5.9 0.12
1.5 1 2.5 7 370 + 5.1 BCHF 3.1 0.16
3 1 5 8 590 +7.3 BCHF 2.0 0.18

CEPC e+e� 0.091&0.16 2 16+2.6 2+1 149 5 B USD 0.27 7.0
0.24 2 5.6 7 266 +(n/a) 0.21 0.5

FCC-ee e+e� 0.091&0.16 2 150+10 4+1 259 10.5 BCHF 0.065 20.5
0.24 2 5 3 282 0.064 0.9

0.365 & 0.35 2 1.5+0.2 4+1 340 +1.1 BCHF 0.07 0.15
LHeC ep 1.3 1 1 12 (+100) 1.75⇤ BCHF 1.75 0.14
HE-LHC pp 27 2 20 20 220 7.2 BCHF 0.36 0.75
FCC-hh pp 100 2 30 25 580 17(+7) BCHF 0.8 0.35
FCC-eh ep 3.5 1 2 25 (+100) 1.75 BCHF 0.9 0.13
Muon Collider µµ 14 2 50 15 290 10.7⇤ BCHF 0.21 1.9

HTS is its much higher cost, even compared with the
Nb3Sn superconductor.

Impressive advances of exploratory plasma wakefield
acceleration R&D over the past decade make it important
to find out whether a feasible “far future” lepton collider
option for particle physics can be based on that technol-
ogy. One should note that laser- or beam-driven plasma
wakefield accelerators (PWFAs) have a significant poten-
tial for non-HEP applications and have drawn significant
interest and support from the broader community, most
notably, because of their possible use in medicine and for
generation of X-rays [579, 580]. Several research and test
facilities are already built and operated, and many more
are being planned [581]. It will be important for HEP ac-
celerator designers to learn from experience, understand
the applicability of PWFA advances for particle colliders,
and encourage further technological development of the
method. The push for more e↵ective and cost-e�cient
methods of particle acceleration continues in several di-
rections, ranging from the use of exotic particles, like
muons, over more advanced magnets and RF cavities,
to compact high-gradient acceleration in dielectric struc-
tures or solid media plasmas.

Figure 42 illustrates approximate technically limited
timelines of future large colliding beam facilities for the
next three decades based on the presentations by their
proponents given and briefly discussed at the European
Particle Physics Strategy Update Symposium (May 13–
16, 2019, Granada, Spain) [46] and Ref. [538]. In Fig. 42,
each of the proposed colliders is considered individually,

without any possible interference or interconnection be-
tween them, such as a sequential scenario of FCC-hh
construction following the completion of FCC-ee oper-
ation, as foreseen in the FCC integrated project plan
[325]. Several factors are expected to play a role in the
actual development: (i) a decisive move — e.g., the ap-
proval of any of the four Higgs factory projects will have
an impact on the others; (ii) a better understanding of
performance, timeline and cost feasibility for the energy-
frontier collider proposals after further R&D and more
detailed project cost evaluation; and (iii) new discoveries
at the LHC or other related particle physics experiments,
which might provide clear guidance and preferences for
the next generation of accelerator-based HEP programs.

Under circumstances where projects under considera-
tion in the field are becoming so large and costly that no
single country or a group of countries can carry them out
in isolation, coordination of e↵orts on regional and global
levels becomes ever more critical. Discussion forums on
the future of high-energy accelerators such as the Snow-
mass workshops [582] and the Particle Physics Project
Prioritization Panel (P5) in the US [583], the European
Particle Physics Strategy updates [46], the European and
Asian Committees for Future Accelerators (ECFA and
ACFA) [584, 585], the Nuclear Physics European Col-
laboration Committee (NuPECC [586]) and a number of
European-Union co-funded accelerator development and
coordination projects (e.g. TIARA [587], ARIES [588],
E-JADE [589] and EuPRAXIA [590]) transcend national
or regional boundaries. Even more globally, the Interna-
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Next steps
To begin with, the ITF will focus on collider facilities.
AF topical groups (AF3,4,6) provide initial lists of proposals and concepts for evaluation to the ITF. Additional 
proposals and concepts can be added later. Four categories:

1. Existing facilities for references (Tevatron, RHIC, LEP, LHC, Super KEKB, XFEL, LCLS II ...)
2. Proposals with TDR and/or CDR
3. Proposal without TDR or CDR but reasonably well thought through and mostly based on existing technologies
4. Future concepts and ideas

The ITF will develop a set of metrics that will be used to evaluate the proposals and concepts. Input is welcome.
Possible list of metrics: 

Performance (ab-1/TWh?, Higgs/ TWh?, Luminosity/MW?, … ) 
Physics reach (parton collision energy?, vs. cost?, vs. MW?) (need input from EF topical groups)
construction cost (accounting rules?, number of components and length tunnel, …) 
schedule/timeline 
technical risks and R&D status and plans (readiness, required demonstration, …)
operating cost and environmental impact (power consumption (MW, TWh). …)
life cycle cost ?

Proponents of proposals and concepts are asked to provide the information of their proposal and concept for each 
metric item by the end of 2020
ITF will assemble and evaluate all this information and prepare an overall comparison of all the proposals and 
concepts. This will be presented to the AF topical groups at a workshop, probably during spring 2021, for comments 
and feedback.
ITF will prepare a White Paper with the metrics, processes and conclusions for Smowmass’21 in summer 2021.


